Endangered Uralic languages present a high variety of inflectional forms in their morphology. This results in a high number of homonyms in inflections, which introduces a lot of morphological ambiguity in sentences. Previous research has employed constraint grammars to address this problem, however CGs are often unable to fully disambiguate a sentence, and their development is labour intensive. We present an LSTM based model for automatically ranking morphological readings of sentences based on their quality. This ranking can be used to evaluate the existing CG disambiguators or to directly morphologically disambiguate sentences. Our approach works on a morphological abstraction and it can be trained with a very small dataset.
Introduction
Most of the languages in the Uralic language family are endangered. The low number of speakers, limited linguistic resources and the vast complexity in morphology typical to these languages makes their computational processing quite a challenge. Over the past years, a great deal of work related to language technology for endangered Uralic languages has been released openly on the Giellatekno infrastructure (Moshagen et al., 2014) . This includes lexicographic resources, FST (finite-state transducer) based morphological analyzers and CG (constraint grammar) disambiguators.
Despite being a great resource, the Giellatekno infrastructure has tools and data originating from different sources by different authors. Recent research conducted with the resources for Komi-Zyrian, Skolt Sami, Erzya and Moksha has identified a need for proper evaluation of the resources available in the infrastructure, as they are not free of errors Hämäläinen, 2018) .
This paper presents a method to learn the morphosyntax of a language on an abstract level by learning patterns of possible morphologies within sentences. The resulting models can be used to evaluate the existing rule-based disambiguators, as well as to directly disambiguate sentences. Our work focuses on the languages belonging to the Finno-Permic language family: Finnish (fin), Northern Sami (sme), Erzya (myv) and Komi-Zyrian (kpv) . The vitality classification of the three latter languages is definitely endangered (Moseley, 2010).
Motivation
There are two main factors motivating this research. First of all, data is often very scarce when dealing with endangered Uralic langauges. Apart from Northern Sami, other endangered Uralic languages may have a very small set of annotated samples at best, and no gold standard data at worst. As a result, evaluating disambiguated sentences can often only be conducted by consulting native speakers of the language or by relying on the researcher's own linguistic intuition.
Secondly, canonical approaches involving Partof-Speech (POS) tagging will not suffice in this context due to the rich morphology of Uralic languages. For example the Finnish word form voita can be lemmatized as voi (the singular partitive of butter), vuo (the plural partitive of fjord), voittaa (the imperative of win) or voitaa 1 (the connegative form of spread butter).
The approach described in this paper, addresses these two issues, as we use a generalized sentence representation based on morphological tags to capture morphological patterns. Moreover, our models can be trained on low resource langauges, and models that have been trained on high resource languages can be applied to low or no resource languages with reasonable success.
Related Work
The problem of morphological tagging in the context of low-resource languages has been approached using parallel text (Buys and Botha, 2016) . From the aligned parallel sentences, their Wsabie-based model can learn to tag the lowresource language based on the morphological tags of the high-resource language sentences in the training data. A limitation of this approach is the morphological relatedness of the high-resource and low-resource languages.
A method for POS tagging of low-resource languages has been proposed by Andrews et al. (2017) . They use a bi-lingual dictionary between a low and high-resource language together with monolingual data to build cross-lingual word embeddings. The POS tagger is trained on an LSTM neural network, and their approach performs consistently better than the other benchmarks they report. present work conducted on syntactically parsing Komi-Zyrian and Northern Sami using multilingual word-embeddings. They use pretrained word-embeddings for Finnish and Russian, and train word-embeddings for the lowresource languages from small corpora. These individual word-embeddings are then projected into a single space by using bilingual dictionaries. The parser was implemented as an LSTM model and it performed better in a POS tagging task than in predicting syntactic relations. The key finding for our purposes is that including a related high-resource language (Finnish in this case) improved the accuracy.
DsDs (Plank and Agić, 2018 ) is a neural network based POS tagger for low-resource languages. The idea is to use a bi-LSTM model to project POS tags from one language to another with the help of word-embeddings and lexical information. In a low-resource setting, they find that adding word-embeddings boosts the model, but lexical information can also help to a smaller degree.
Much of the related work deals with POS tagging. However, as the Uralic languages are morphologically rich, a full morphological disam-biguation is needed in order to improve the performance of higher-level NLP tools. In addition, we do not want to assume bi-lingual parallel data or access to word embeddings as we want our approach to be applicable for truly endangered languages with extremely limited resources.
The Rule-based Tools and Data
We use the morphological FST analyzers in the Gieallatekno infrastructure to produce morphological readings with UralicNLP (Hämäläinen, 2019) . They operate on a word level. This means that for an input word form, they produce all the possible lemmas together with their parts-of-speech and morphological readings, without any weights to indicate which reading is the most probable one.
The existing CG disambiguators get the morphological readings produced by the FST for each word in a sentence and apply their rules to remove the non-possible readings. In some cases, a CG disambiguator might produce a fully disambiguated sentence, however these models are often unable to resolve all morphological ambiguity.
In this paper, we use the UD Treebanks for our languages of interest. For Finnish, we use Turku Dependency Treebank (Haverinen et al., 2014) with 202K tokens (14K sentences). The Northern Sami Treebank (Sheyanova and Tyers, 2017 ) is the largest one for the endangered languages with 26K tokens (3K sentences). For Komi-Zyrian, we use the Komi-Zyrian Lattice Treebank of 2K tokens (189 sentences) representing the standard written Komi. The Erzya Treebank (Rueter and Tyers, 2018) is the second largest endangered language one we use in our research with 15k tokens (1,500 sentences).
Sentence Representation
We represent each word as a non-empty set of morphological tags. This representation does not contain the word form itself nor its lemma, as we aim for a more abstract level morphological representation. This representation is meant to capture the possible morphologies following each other in a sentence to learn morphosyntactic inter-dependencies such as agreement rules. This level of abstraction makes it possible to apply the learned structures for other morphosyntactically similar languages.
As we are looking into morphosyntax, we train our model only with the morphosyntactically rele-vant morphological tags. These are case, number, voice, mood, person, tense, connegative and verb form. This means that morphological tags such as clitics and derivational morphology are not taken into account. We are also ignoring the dependency information in the UD Treebanks as dependencies are not available for text and languages outside of the Treebanks due to the fact that there are no robust dependency parsers available for many of the endangered Uralic language.
Each sentence is simply a sequence of morphological tag sets, represented as a sequence of integers with a special token SP demarcating spaces between words.
For example the sentence "Nyt on lungisti ottamisen aika." (now it is time to relax), is encoded as [150, SP, 121, 138, 168, 178, 205, 214, 221, SP 150, SP, 25, 138, 158, SP, 31, 138, 158, SP, 165] .
Equation 1 is used to measure the distance between two sentences containing n words, where x i denotes set of morphological tags associated with the i th word in x, || · || denotes the number of elements in a set, and denotes the symmetric difference of two sets. This distance measure is used to approximate the quality of different readings, based on the assumption that the quality of a reading decreases as its distance from the gold standard sentence increases.
Model
We implement our models using Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) , which are trained to rank two sentences encoded as described in Section 5. The model is comprised of a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) layer π and a feed-forward layer φ. Given two sentences a and b, the LSTM layer is used to produce the n-dimensional vectors π(a) and π(b), which are concatenated and passed through the feed-forward layer to produce a single scalar value φ(π(a), π(b)) indicating the preferred sentence. We train each model with early stopping based on the validation accuracy with a patience of 10 epochs. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), train the model with batches of size 32, and set n = 128. 
Evaluation
We produce all the morphological readings for each word in a gold standard sentence (GSS) using FST analyzers, and construct incorrect sentences (INS) of varying quality by randomly selecting a reading for each word. In order to provide a detailed evaluation, we categorize each sentence based on their distance from the GSS using the ranges [[0, 1), [1, 10) , [10, 20) , [20, +∞)], which we will refer to as categories G,1,2, and 3. By construction, category G only contains GSS. These ranges were chosen so that each bin contains approximately the same number of sentences. We measure the accuracy of the model for each of the 4 2 = 6 possible types of comparisons between sentence categories. To create training, validation and testing data, the set of GSS are randomly split before generating INS. In cases where two languages are used to train the model, the training data consists of an even number of comparisons from each language to ensure that a larger language does not dominate a smaller language.
Since we are interested in exploring the viability of using high resource to disambiguate low resource languages, we evaluate the models by training on each language and each possible combination of languages, resulting in 4+ 4 2 = 10 distinct models.
Results
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Discussion and Future Work
The results in Table 1 demonstrate that our models are as effective for extremely low resource languages like Komi-Zyrian (kpv) as they are for high resource languages like Finnish (fin). Furthermore, there is evidence that training on a higher resource langauge that is genealogically related to a low resource langauge is a viable option. For example, the models trained on Finnish (fin) data performed relatively well when tested on the Erzya (myv) data. In cases where languages are not genealogically close to each other, such as Northern Sami (sme) and Erzya (myv), models perform very poorly when trained on one of these langauges and tested on another.
According to the results, the most difficult comparisons are 1v2 and 2v3. Since Equation 1 is only a proxy for sentence quality, it is possible that for some number of comparisons category 1 sentences are actually lower quality than category 2 sentences. In contrast, Gv1, Gv2, and Gv3 are comparisons against GSS, which are guaranteed to be correct. Consequently, it seems reasonable to conclude that this decrease in performance is partially due to deficiencies in measuring sentence quality. Figure 1 demonstrates that pairwise rankings can be aggregated to reliably rank sentences based on their quality, as the GSS was frequently in the top-k sentences for small values of k. For example, the kpv, myv and sme models ranked the GSS in the top 3 roughly 86 percent of the time.
Future work may involve experiments with very closely related languages. For instance, out of 9 Sami languages, North Sami is the only one with a UD Treebank. Testing the performance of our system on the other Sami languages while training on North Sami is one of our goals for the future research. However, as due to the lack of gold annotated data, we need to recruit nearly native or native speakers with linguistic knowledge to evaluate our system. This is a time consuming task and it is outside of the scope of this paper.
Conclusion
Uralic languages exhibit a high degree of morphological ambiguity, and resources for these languages are often limited, posing difficulties for traditional methods that have been employed successfully on other languages. In order to mitigate these issues, we proposed a representation based on the morphological tags associated with each word in a sentence.
Our experimental results demonstrate that an LSTM based model can accurately rank alternate readings of a single sentence, even when the model is trained on an extremely low-resource language. This technique requires much less effort than developing complex rule-based grammar models for an endangered languages, as our model can be trained on a small set of gold-standard examples. Furthermore, a trained model can be used to disambiguate morphological readings produced by an FST analyzer or to evaluate the output of a CG model.
